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How Are We Doing?

Pasco W. Scarpella, President
It is already half way through my first year as President of Rocky Mountain
District (RMD). The true test of leadership is to assess how we are doing, what we
have accomplished, and where we are going. I frequently ask myself these
questions, and what we can do to improve. As you are aware by now, one of the
major goals for my presidency is to erase the red ink from the District’s ledger
and with District events.
The year started with our Leadership Academies in Denver and Salt Lake. Scott
Anderson is our new VP of Chapter Support and Leadership Development. With
the help of Executive Vice President, Brett Foster, they did a terrific job. The
events were well attended, and the participants had nothing but kind words for
what they learned, the camaraderie they enjoyed, and the quality of the teaching.
Those of us in leadership would attest that this is the best attendance we have

had
for leadership
academies in recent memory. However, as good as they
were,
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and with the great attendance, we were still slightly “in the red, “in the final
analysis. If only 10 more people attended, we would have broken even. That
would have been a tremendous accomplishment for RMD!
Last spring, we had our Rocky Mountain Harmony College (RMHC). It had been
two years since the last RMHC, and our Dean, Adam Scott put on an amazing
harmony college. Since the event was held in Cheyenne in April (instead of Estes
Park in February), the event experienced record attendance, going back many
years. Adam brought in world class instructors and coaches. The quality of this
event was judged by many of us as the “best ever”. The coaching and
instruction were first rate. We had Harmony Platoon (for would-be quarteters),
and an Everyone In Harmony Chorus. It was fun to sing with my wife again! As
great as everything was, we still lost a few thousand dollars, in spite of record
attendance. If we only had one chorus, or four to five more quartets for coaching;
or 25 more people attend, we would have broken even.
We can hold these great District events, but if people don’t come – we will
continue to be “in the red” financially. This is the simple reality. Our events guys,
Dallin Hill and VP Jim Campbell work very hard to find venues that are
comfortable and affordable.
You can help us by making these events a part of your barbershop experience
each year!
“Everyone in Harmony” is alive and well in RMD, with several mixed choruses
flourishing to include Grand County and Boulder (to name two). The women have
given new energy to chapters that were experiencing stagnation. There seems to
be several mixed quartets forming, and some long-standing ones that we will no
doubt see this fall in our District contest. Who knows, maybe we will even see
one of the mixed choruses!
It is with great sadness that our Sterling (Colorado) Chapter closed up shop after
many years of valuable contributions to eastern Colorado and to our District.
Hopefully, the guys in Sterling can still find ways to get their barbershop “fix”.
As I travel around the District, I have received many kinds words; such things as
“the District is so much more responsive”, that people have appreciated our

enhanced
efforts. People have said they have noticed a Translate
“positive
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change” in the District, a “more member focused” vibe, and higher quality
events. These types of comments have made me very proud of my team, and
everything they are doing to make the Rocky Mountain District second to none.
This fall, we have our District convention that includes our District competition.
There will be other events for non-competitors to enjoy as well. Our new VP of
Contest and Judging, Adam Reimnitz will be putting on a great competition. The
Denver MountainAires/Denver North Metro are the sponsoring chapter, and will
be giving their all to ensure that everyone has a great time at Little America in
Cheyenne. This is your big chance to help this event be successful and
profitable. Hope to see you there!
Pasco

YOUTH IN HARMONY AND OTHER MUSINGS

Tony Sparks, RMD VP-YIH
Greetings from your RMD Vice President of Youth in Harmony. My job is to help
develop and support youth outreach programs throughout the District . . . to plant
seeds of Harmony that can be cultivated into a lifetime love of singing! My own
rich musical life is a product of such outreach, and ‘paying it forward’ is my
longtime passion.
Two of the primary ways the RMD supports youth programs are:
1) Organizational Resources, and 2) Operational Funding.
Organizational Resources come from myriad sources: from you, from me, from

Society
publications,
and even outside programs/stories/case studies. ITranslate
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compiling a library of tools and ideas that can help you create a successful youth
outreach activity.
Let’s help each other. I would love for you to share both your success
stories and horror stories with me, so we can better determine what works and
what to avoid! I am available for a phone call or Skype session to talk about any
challenges you may be experiencing. My contact information is below. In the
end, we all benefit when we learn from each other.
Operational Funding comes from earmarked dollars the District receives from
our members’ Donor’s Choice elections. (When you make a donation through
Harmony Foundation, you may elect a portion of it to go directly to RMD. By
board policy, all such designations go into a standing fund to support Youth
Outreach and -- as of 2018 -- Member Education.)
In order to be eligible for funding, you must complete a questionnaire that
describes your youth outreach idea or existing program and demonstrates your
financial need. All requests are evaluated, and recommended disbursements
then voted on by the Board.

Three (3) District activities have received Youth Outreach funding so far
this year:
1. Summer Harmony Camp at YMCA of the Rockies
2. New Mexico Youth Harmony Camp
3. 52eighty’s travel to the International Next Generation
Chorus Contest in Salt Lake City

Varsity

In a later issue of Vocal Expressions I’ll go into the Member Education side of
program funding. In the meantime, please don’t hesitate to contact me about
Youth Outreach. I’m here for you, and motivated to make a musical difference in
the lives of young people!
Tony Sparks
505-239-3384
yih@rmdsing.org
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RMD FALL CONVENTION

Jim Campbell, RMD VP Events
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Adam Reimnitz, RMD VP DRCJ

Make your plans now to join your fellow Barbershoppers for the RMD Fall
Convention in Cheyenne, Wyoming!!
We’ll meet at the Little America Hotel and Conference Center, September 27-28
2019. It will be a weekend full of singing, tags, more singing, competitions, more
singing, and the selection of District Champion quartets and choruses.
As usual, there will be competitions for the District Championship for Men’s
Quartets and Choruses. And at this year’s Convention, for the very first time, the
Rocky Mountain District will also host competitions for Mixed Harmony Quartets
and Mixed Harmony Choruses. These groups, composed of both men and
women, will compete for the title of RMD Champion in each classification.
Judging will be done by the same panel that judges the Men’s Quartets and
Choruses, and will use the same judging criteria.
In addition, in further support of Everyone in Harmony, any Women’s Quartets or
Choruses who would like to appear onstage for score and evaluation during the
contest sessions are welcome. However, there will not be a competition or any
winners chosen in these classifications, and score sheets will not be published.
All competing groups (Men and Mixed Harmony Quartets and Choruses) must be
registered members of the Barbershop Harmony Society, and be composed of
active BHS members.
Registration for Quartets and Choruses in both Men’s and Mixed Harmony

classifications
will open July 15, 2019. See the RMD website, RMDSing.org,
for
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registration information.
Registration for all Convention attendees will also open by July 15. See
RMDSing.org for details. Your All-Access pass will cover:
Harmony Education Classes
Quartet Semifinals and Finals Com[petition
Chorus Competition
Show of Champions
The Everglow Afterglow(!!)
Very Early Bird Registration will be priced at
$75 — Adult RMD Competitor
$30 — All Students (25 and under), whether competing or not
$40 — Significant Other and Family
These prices will go up after August 15, so get your registrations in early!
Note that all competitors must have a full Convention registration,
The host Chapters for the 2019 Fall Convention are the Denver MountainAires
and the Colorado Chord Company. Many thanks to both groups for stepping up
to make this Convention and Contest the best ever! Mark your calendars, make
your plans, and join us in Cheyenne for a great Barbershop Weekend!
Jim & Adam
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SOR Represents USA at Normandy
Sound of the Rockies had the distinct privilege of honoring those who made the
ultimate sacrifice in World War II at the 75th Anniversary of D-Day ceremonies in
Normandy, France. Taking the risers in France with 85 fellow members was a truly
meaningful moment. The responses from audiences at Brittany American
Cemetery, Omaha Beach and St. Mère-Église were singularly moving to all of us
who had the good fortune to be there. We couldn’t have done it without a
wonderful outpouring of support from our fans, who helped finance our trip
through their generosity. Thank you. We will never forget this once-in-a-lifetime
experience.
********************
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Normandy 2019
By SOR chorus member: Mark Palmer

In 2017 Sound of the Rockies was asked by Historic Programs (Historic Programs
is a company that contracts with the USA Government that arranges
entertainment for tributes throughout the world) to sing at the 75th Anniversary
of D-Day in Normandy. That is all it took for me to say YES. Both of my
daughters had been to Europe, but my wife of 29 years and myself had never
been to Europe.
I thought this trip was going to be lighthearted and fun, what I didn’t realize how
life changing it was going to be. In school, I never really learned much about
WWII, we just learned that the Nazi’s were bad and the Allies were good, and we
won.
My dad was in WWII, but he never talked about it, except for meeting his future
wife and some light-hearted anecdotes. So I really went to Normandy with no
expectations.
I was told by many people to watch The Longest Day before I went, boy was that
right. At least I had idea of what happened in 1944.
The cemetery in Normandy was humbling. Looking at the 1000’s of crosses as

far
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really was sobering. We were singing on stage overlooking
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many bands that came to perform, then in the distance, all I could see was a
beautiful cemetery covered with white headstones. While SOR was rehearsing,
my wife took some Colorado flags and found 5 Colorado Veterans and decorated
their headstone with those flags.
We then headed to Omaha Beach. Seeing the cliff that the Allies had to climb and
where the Nazi’s were stationed, it is unbelievable that the Allies won this battle.
I could see how the enemy could just shoot down as many Allies as they could.
There was so much more that we did, but this is the day that will always be in my
heart. I have never been prouder to be an American, and I finally understand the
term “THE GREATEST GENERATION”
********************

In Normandy, we sang for those lost...
By SOR chorus member: Bruce Henson

It is almost unheard of in life that we can actually DO something to shift the grief
or to expand to bursting, the shared heart of a moment. But those of us who sing
know that music opens this door. When we build chords and work together with
a plan and a commitment, we move the moment forward in a unique and

privileged
the total is always greater than the sum of the parts.Translate
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Normandy, we sang for those lost, certainly, but also for the hearts eternally
broken at home, waiting with anguished souls to hear dreaded words that a loved
one is lost forever. With the tender popular song of the 1940's, "I'll Be Seeing
You" we sang of that human feeling when we glimpse a missing dearest in a
common and familiar place. In a cafe or in a lovely summer’s day. We lifted in
rich harmony a wordless and soaring anthem, John Williams "Hymn to the
Fallen" supported by hundreds of brass, gathered there with a shared purpose.
And with "This is My Wish" we sang a vision for peace in a fractious and divided
world and we pause to remember who we used to be. After the concert we
gathered on a hillside overlooking Omaha Beach for an impromptu moment of
"Bridge Over Troubled Water" and we moved hearts, including our own.
The French neighbors of all ages came out to cry with us. To shake our hands
and to kiss our cheeks because we are of the same states and the same towns
that grew their saviors. Because they cannot kiss the cheeks of the very men
and the women who answered the call to take this ground and hold this place to
begin the hard won slog to eventual victory. So we receive their gratitude and
wonder at the fierce memory that holds so tight with them, and breaks upon us
like fresh waves on this new shore. And our hearts fill together and marvel at
this awesome turn of the tide that changed the history of the world. This historic
and sublime moment that literally saved an entire continent from madness ... we
pause and pay our respects across the generations.
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CHAPTER DIGEST
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This is an area for our RMD Association of Chapters to share some
newsworthy events or activities that your chapter is involved in. Please
consider submitting articles/pictures, etc. and share your successes with
the rest of the RMD.

Chapter boards and members -- SEND SOME CHAPTER
NEWS OUR WAY!!
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